
1/5/16 Abellio Greater Anglia 

Owing to planned engineering work between Diss and Norwich as well as in the 
Shenfield area, an hourly loco-hauled shuttle service is in operation between Diss 
and Witham. Known 90s to be out on the shuttles include 90002, 90011, 90012 
and 90013. 

ECML Sleeper Diversions 

The West Coast sleepers were diverted via the ECML in both directions tonight 
with the usual reversing taking place at Wembley.  

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90041 worked 1s26 from Wembley to Glasgow 

 90043 worked 1s25 from Wembley to Edinburgh 

 90046 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Wembley 

 90047 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Wembley 

DBS 

 90018 at Mossend for weekend 

 90019 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90020 at Wembley spare 

 90021 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90024 at Carlisle for weekend 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 at Carlisle for weekend 

 90034 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90035 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90036 at Wembley spare 

 90037 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90039 at Mossend for weekend 

 90040 at Mossend for weekend 

Freightliner 

 90016 at Ipswich for weekend 

 90041 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 at Ipswich for weekend 

 90044 at Basford Hall for weekend 

 90045 at Basford Hall for weekend 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90048 at Basford Hall for weekend 

 90049 at Ipswich for weekend 

2/5/16 Abellio Greater Anglia 

Owing to planned engineering work between Norwich and Diss as well as in the 
Shenfield area, an hourly loco-hauled shuttle operated today between Diss and 
Ingatestone only. It was not possible to give concise engine allocations for the 
entire day. 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

      Archived News & Gen Report                                                                                    Week Commencing 1/5/16 



 90041 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

 90042 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

 90046 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 

 90047 worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

DBS 

 90018 at Mossend spare 

 90019 no known location 

 90020 at Wembley spare 

 90021 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90024 at Carlisle N.Y. spare 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 at Carlisle N.Y. spare 

 90034 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90035 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90036 at Wembley spare 

 90037 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90039 no known location 

 90040 at Mossend spare 

Freightliner 

 90016 at Ipswich for weekend 

 90041 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 at Ipswich for weekend 

 90044 at Basford Hall for weekend 

 90045 out of traffic LNWR exam 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90048 at Basford Hall for weekend 

 90049 at Ipswich for weekend 

3/5/16 Abellio Greater Anglia 

No known allocations for the entire day. 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90041 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 

 90042 worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

 90046 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

 90047 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

DBS 

 90018 allocated to 4M25, 4S49 (paired with 90040) 

 90019 no known allocations 

 90020 at Wembley spare 

 90021 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90024 at Mossend 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 at Mossend 

 90034 at Crewe on maintenance 



 90035 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90036 at Wembley spare 

 90037 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90039 allocated to 0A06 

 90040 allocated to 4M25, 4S49 (paired with 90018) 

Freightliner 

 90016 at Ipswich on exam 

 90041 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 at Ipswich on exam 

 90044 allocated to 4L91, 4M63, 4L71 

 90045 out of traffic LNWR exam 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90048 out of traffic LNWR exam 

 90049 allocated to 4M53 

4/5/16 Abellio Greater Anglia 

No known allocations for the entire day. 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90041 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

 90042 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

 90046 worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

 90047 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 

DBS 

 90018 allocated to 4M25, 4S47 (paired with 90035) 

 90019 no known allocations 

 90020 last reported Warrington Arpley 

 90021 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90024 allocated to 6X65, 6V15 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 allocated to 6X65, 6V15 

 90034 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90035 allocated to 4M25, 4S47 (paired with 90018) 

 90036 allocated to 1E06, 1M80 (mail trains) 

 90037 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90039 allocated to 0F90 

 90040 out of traffic Crewe IEMD 

Freightliner 

 90016 at Ipswich on exam 

 90041 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 allocated to 4M63, 4L71 

 90044 allocated to 4M88, 4H54 

 90045 out of traffic LNWR exam 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 on hire to GBRF (beds) 



 90048 last reported B'Hall ok 

 90049 allocated 4K18, 4L90 

5/5/16 Abellio Greater Anglia 

Owing to a DVT failure at Norwich in the morning, it was not possible to give 
concise engine allocations for the rest of the day. Known 90s to out in traffic 
were: 

90001, 90003 and 90014. 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90041 worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

 90042 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 

 90046 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

 90047 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

DBS 

 90018 allocated to 4M25 (paired with 90020 

 90019 no known location 

 90020 allocated to 4M25 (paired with 90018) 

 90021 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90024 last reported Warrington 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 last reported Warrington 

 90034 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90035 no known allocations 

 90036 at Wembley off 1M80 

 90037 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90039 no known allocations 

 90040 at Crewe on maintenance 

Freightliner 

 90016 allocated to 4K18, 4L90 

 90041 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 at Ipswich not allocated 

 90044 allocated to 4L91, 4M63 

 90045 spare at Basford Hall 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90048 out of traffic LNWR exam 

 90049 at Ipswich not allocated 

6/5/16 Abellio Greater Anglia 

90001 (1p13), 90002 (1p03), 90003 (1p07) (nothing else known). 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90041 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

 90042 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

 90046 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 



 90047 worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

Sleeper Diversions 

Owing to planned engineering work in the Stafford area, 1M16 (90042), 1M11 
(90041) and 1S26 (90047) were all diverted via Alsager; Stoke and Hixon. 

DBS 

 90018 allocated to 4M25, 4S47 

 90019 at Toton spare 

 90020 no known allocations 

 90021 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90024 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 no known allocations 

 90034 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90035 transfer Crewe to Wembley 

 90036 at Wembley spare 

 90037 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90039 no known allocations 

 90040 at Crewe on Test (not allocated) 

Freightliner 

 90016 no known allocations 

 90041 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 no known allocations 

 90044 allocated to 4K18, 4L90 

 90045 allocated to 4M53 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90048 out of traffic LNWR exam 

 90049 allocated to 4L71 

7/5/16 Charter Special  

A special charter train ran today, which was expected a DB90+67 combos with 
90035 and 67029. The following workings: 

 09:01 Euston to Atherstone (1Z95) 

 10:54 Atherstone to Bescot (5Z95) 

 17:19 Bescot to Atherstone (5Z96) 

 18:43 Atherstone to Bescot (1Z96) 

Please note that the ecs to and from Bescot runs via Stafford, which means it has 
to reverse at that location. 

Abellio Greater Anglia 

90001 (1p04), 90002 (1p02), 90003 (1p03), 90005 (1p19), 90006 (1p13), 90009 
(1p15), 90010 (1p06), 90012 (1p01), 90013 (1p07), 90014 (1p05). 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90041 at Wembley off 1m11 



 90042 at Wembley off 1m16 
 90046 at Edinburgh off 1s25 
 90047 at Polmadie off 1s26 

DBS 

 90018 at Mossend 

 90019 at Toton spare 

 90020 no known allocations 

 90021 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90024 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 at Mossend 

 90034 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90035 charter duties (?) 

 90036 last reported Wembley (?) 

 90037 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90039 no known allocations 

 90040 no known allocations 

Freightliner 

 90016 allocated to 4L91 

 90041 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 at Basford Hall ok 

 90044 at Ipswich failure 

 90045 allocated to 4K89 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90048 out of traffic LNWR exam 

 90049 at Ipswich not allocated 

 


